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Acknowledge the thoughts for what they are. It may be helpful to put a label on them. ‘There I

go running my self-critical tape again’ or ‘Here I go judging others again’, or ‘Planning, I’m just

doing my usual, anxious, over-planning….’ Just sit for a moment for two, gently acknowledging

what’s going on at the level of thoughts.

Now turn your attention to your body and see what’s there at the level of feelings. Check

out your directly sensed bodily experience. Maybe there’s a slight feeling of anger present, or

maybe sadness, anxiety or any other feeling. Just acknowledge whatever is present at the level of

feelings. And if there’s not much going on there, just be aware of that. Remember, no judgment

just acknowledging.

Now see what’s present in physical sensation. Maybe your shoulders feel tense or your jaw is

clenching. Perhaps there’s a tightening in your hands or across your brow. Again, just gently

acknowledge what’ there, bringing an attitude of warm, kind curiosity to what you find. And sit

with those sensations for a few moments, exploring them, breathing with them, just letting them

be.

Mindful Minute Meditation
You want to decide how you are going to time this one-minute exercise. You can even use the timer

on your cellphone. You want to sit in an upright position with your feet on the floor. Close your eyes

or lower your gaze. Bring your attention to your breath and notice each inhalation and exhalation.

You will be counting each breath during this one-minute exercise. A breath in and a breath out

counts as one breath. Practice a few breaths before starting your timer. When the minute is done,

remember the number of breaths that you took during this one-minute meditation. 

 

You can use this number as a guide whenever you find yourself needing a mindful moment to

yourself. This can be done before you get out of your car, at your desk before you start your day,

before an important meeting, or phone call. You can do this exercise anytime you need it.
 
 
Working with Unhelpful Thoughts Meditation
When you find yourself caught up in unhelpful patterns of thought, try doing a mindful minute to

gain some calm and steadiness. Then:

1.

2.

3.
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